Enhance Retail Experiences

PARTNERING TO BRING YOU

inTELLIANCE
Smart Retail Solutions

inTERACTION
Elevated Touch Displays
what’s next in

retail

The new standard in digital signage

Commercial Grade Parts
High quality, durable chassis and components extend product lifecycles and exceed industry standards

inDAISY+ Daisy Chain Capabilities
Run groups of displays from a single Lenovo compute saving monthly software, licensing and network fees

Camera and Analytics
Smart Retail 2.0 is ready for retail analytics and AI integrations

Antimicrobial Protection
InTouch antimicrobial properties protect touch surfaces to keep screens clean from bacteria

Corning® Gorilla® Glass
Scratch resistant, durable and ready for retail environments

Standard and Custom Sizes Available
All common sizes for header, shelf and aisle displays, as well as menu boards and wall monitors, plus customization options
Technology that customizes your customer’s experience

**Daisy Chain Technology**

The InDaisy+ Daisy Chain feature allows you to run groups of displays from a single high quality Lenovo computer. This saves on the monthly software charge since the digital signage software is charged by month by computer and each Android board counts as a computer.

The daisy chain also allows you to control groups of displays like a video wall, which is not possible with embedded Android boards. Additionally, the daisy chain vastly lowers the wifi endpoints in a large deployment.

**AI FUNCTIONS FOR SHOP MANAGEMENT TO ENHANCE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE**

- Improve the customer experience by using AI functions for shop management.
- Smart Pricing, Stock Refill, Change Location, Live advertisement, live Planogram, Stock Refill Alert.

**In-Aisle Solutions**

- Top displays on lower aisle dividing shelving systems
- Shelf strip displays for the front of standard shelves

**In-Aisle Features:**

- Powered by Lenovo ThinkStation P340 Tiny or ThinkCentre M90n Nano
- Daisy Chain Capabilities
- Brightness ranges from 400-1000 Nits
- Sturdy Aluminum Chassis with Hardened Glass
- Adjustable Mounting Options
- 3-yr Global Warranty*

**Out-of-Aisle Solutions**

- Header displays for the top of standard shelving systems
- Unique, thin 1:1 screen ration display, often used for poster or menu replacement on a wall

**Out-of-Aisle Features:**

- Powered by Lenovo ThinkStation P340 Tiny or ThinkCentre M90n Nano
- 500 Nits Brightness
- Sturdy Aluminum Chassis with Hardened Glass
- VESA Mountable & Flush Mount
- 3-yr Global Warranty*

*Extended warranty coverage varies by region. Check with your Lenovo Sales Rep. for qualified geographical coverage.
What the world needs today and tomorrow

inTOUCH has been developed from the ground to be one of the most versatile, flexible, and appealing professional displays on the market today. Our new manufacturing approach allows us to integrate the latest antimicrobial technology in a design that rivals the most elegant displays produced today, while maintaining the durability required in high traffic retail installations.

Antimicrobial and hardened scratch resistant touch screens

Available in a range of standard sizes, the inTOUCH monitors will enhance POS experiences, incorporating elegant design with the reliability and safety you are seeking.

inTOUCH features:
- Standard Antimicrobial coating working 24x7 cleaning duty
- Amazing designer looks with thin bezels and profile
- Single USB-C power and touch screen (some models)
- Built tough with steel casing & hardened protective glass
- Available in black
Let our innovation work for you

Lenovo
OEM Solutions

www.lenovo.com/OEM